
INTERPRET MARKETING TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS

How you will benefit. Learn how to use statistical analysis of market data to interpret market trends and developments;
Analyse market trends and developments.

Not all training providers enter this information on My Skills. Report on Market data- It is important to ensure
that your audience can easily understand the results of your analysis and see the significance. Business owner
survey-- Zeldos gourmet pasta stands higher in front of other competitors due to a lot of benefits providing to
their customers such as wide varieties of fresh pasta, better customer service, family based dine in
environment and competitive price. The problem of poor sales performance for take away might be due to
using phone ordering system for selling activities in take away food instead of using latest online ordering
technology via internet. Further, a company can add various extra arrangements for visitors like refreshments,
bath, toilet, entertainment, etc. In addition, according to the market trend reports, customers not only want
better quality food but also appealing to their eyes. On the other hand, by effective monitoring and analysing, I
can develop strategic action to develop my company performance so as seaside caravan park can attract a large
number of customer. It the informative body that focuses on marketing based in Australia. Focus Groups
young professionals who live to close location. Along with this, in the end, the report will also visualise data
graphically to illustrate the findings in an effective way, so that, managers can frame suitable and appropriate
strategies to meet out defined targeted goals. The company needs to adopt new marketing practices and
promotional strategies such as online marketing, social media and others to generate more customer traffic. It
means the popularity of this park has increased and the customer was more like to visit there. Interpret market
trends and developments Paramjit Singh 4. Analysis and monitoring of statistical data by Seaside Caravan
Parks and its utilisation As per the given information near the Wollongong seaside caravan park, one another
competitor has opened a park. Interpretation of market trends and developments Market trends It is found out
that customer these days are appreciate quality over quantity as number of customers is increasing; who prefer
high quality ingredients in their dishes. On the other hand, the number of driven visitors in this park was 65 in
,70 in , 76 in and 70 in  For this the members, should act decently, honestly and reasonably in fulfilling the
obligations and members should also ensure that they avoid disrepute the image of data driven marketing.
Thus, it becomes clear that 70 is not an accurate number, it is just the maximum number of drive in visitors
that can be accommodated by Caravan park to fully utilize their park capacity. The reason behind this is it was
only the number who could be accommodated during the busy schedule of Caravan Park as it was exactly
equal to hit the total capacity of  On the basis of finding in the above calculation it has been founded that in
and , total bookings of drive-in-visitors is estimated to 81, 87 and  Learn More Subsidised Training State and
territory governments dedicate funds to reduce or, in some cases, fully cover tuition fees for VET students
who wish to study certain courses. In this manner, customer requirement and their desires need to identified by
firm Anderson, Sweeney and Williams,  They are usually applied to the intermediate or long-range decision.
Previous market analysis and research reports may provide the basis for projections into the future. They are
appropriate to use when past numerical data is available Levine, Krehbiel and Berenson,  This principle helps
the industry in earning the consumer confidence, encourages commercial growth and also encourages
corporate sustainability. Globalised expansion raises the need for the businesses to apply various advanced
statistical tools and techniques to examine and interpret their organisational result and performance. Last but
not the least, large variety in the menu makes a lot of people happy these days. The company should increase
park sites and facilities so as it can increase visitors in  These principle bases the ADMA code is structured in
the way which describes clear framework which includes code authority ethical and regularity consideration
etc. For families, company can provide families entertainment activities in the park like dance, singing,
playing, etc. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Interpret market trends and developments Paramjit
Singh 3. If your dream is to get top grades, get a rewarding assignment service from us. People who eat out
several times a week and patronise high quality restaurants.


